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TRUST
As we approach the end of the Spring term we have faced many increasing challenges. Our world has seen such
unprecedented times during the last few years and the shocking news that comes daily from Ukraine has impacted us all.
The value for this half term has been 'trust' and as we come to the end of the term we have been exploring the deeper
meaning of the value to us within our school. Stephen Covey was an American educator his 'inside out' philosophy is
something that we focus on throughout with our children. Change starts inside each of us and works its way out. Our
entire goose ethos of working together as a team is focused throughout on ensuring that we can always support each
other and know that someone else is watching out for us and will step in to support if we need help. This is all based
around trust. As Steven says:

Trust is the glue of life. It’s the most essential ingredient in effective communication.
It’s the foundational principle that holds all relationships.

OUR LUNCHTIMES - PUPIL VOICE
Over recent weeks we have been looking at ways to try and ensure that the lunchtimes become a positive and enjoyable
experience for all. Following the impact of the Covid situation where we were not having school hall lunches, it has been
an enjoyable aspect of returning to a more normal school routine. Years 5 and 6 were asked to record what positive
changes have occurred over lunchtimes and also how lunchtimes could become even better:



EASTER SERVICE
We are delighted to announce that we will be holding an Easter Service in the Upton Parish
Church on Friday 8th April, in which families are invited to. The service is due to start at
1.45pm and last for one hour. Children will then return to school for the normal end of day
collection. PE kits will be sent home after their final PE lesson next week.

PARKING - RESPECT OUR NEIGHBOURHOOD
There have been a significant number of complaints in the last two weeks regarding the parking in School Lane. Some
of these are from neighbours and some are from concerned parents. To remind everyone, parking is NOT allowed on
double yellow lines. If you hold a disabled parking permit please note that this allows you to park on double yellow
lines only WHERE IT IS SAFE TO DO SO and does not cause an obstruction which could be of potential danger. Parking
opposite the bus bay or near the entrance to the police car park entrance causes a danger and is therefore not
allowed under the terms of the permit. Please DO NOT park on the DOUBLE YELLOW LINES opposite the school's bus
bay. DO NOT park in the bus bay or anywhere that may cause an obstruction to other road users and pedestrians.
There is a free car park opposite the church which is accessible for all a short walk away through a pedestrian only
alleyway that runs alongside the church.

We are a school that promotes the Sustrans 'Walk to School' campaign which encourages healthy living and for
parents to encourage children to walk, even a short distance to school by parking their cars a little further away from
the school. Could you please try and help us alleviate the parking problem and support this healthy campaign by using
the car park and walking to school.

EASTER HOLIDAY ACTIVITY DAYS

CELEBRATIONS OF LEARNING

NURSERY
In Nursery this week, we explored the school. We were so excited to make
our way into the library. Each child found themselves a book and enjoyed 15
minutes quietly reading. When we visited the forest on Wednesday, we
made a very exciting rope swing and took turns swinging high into the sky.
As we approach the last week of term, the children have been introduced to
the Easter story and have really enjoyed retelling the story in their own
words.



RECEPTION
Reception worked hard this week. We used our knowledge of numbers to
subitise 5,6, and 7. We started to understand the properties of 2D shapes
and investigated shapes in our environment. We looked at the seasons of
the year and how the weather changes and so do the plants and trees
around us. In PE and music we had a great time learning ‘Find a little seed’
and creating a dance to accompany it. A great week with lots of fun
learning.

YEAR ONE
Year 1 had a great week doing lots of arts and crafts. We have spent this week
making observations of birds and their features. We have drawn birds from
pictures, drawn feathers without looking and manipulated paper from 2D to 3D.
We are looking forward to creating our bird sculptures next week!

YEAR TWO
Year 2 enjoyed a busy week with lots of focus on grammar and writing. In science we learnt all
about melting and how particles change when materials are heated. We used chocolate to melt
and re-form to see our science work come to life. In maths we used concrete resources to support
our work on fractions and this was hugely beneficial to develop our understanding of quarters and
thirds.

YEAR THREE
The children in Year 3 have designed and made games this week. The brief was
to make a game using magnets that is suitable for younger children to play. In
pairs, they have thought about how to incorporate magnets into a game such
as a fishing game or moving an object around a track. They are going to invite
Year 1 to play the games next week and are very excited!

YEAR FOUR
This week in maths we started looking at decimals. We are doing
brilliantly and it really has been a seamless transition from our
previous fraction work. We planned, drafted and then edited our
persuasive letters to the Brazilian Embassy stating why they should
help put a stop to the deforestation of the rainforest. We thought
about the structure of our letters, adding interesting content and
rhetorical questions. In Art, we created layered rainforest animals
using the careful placement of a repeated picture.

YEAR FIVE
Fractions have been a focus in Mathematics for much of the spring
term; the slow and steady approach to this area of mathematics has
been critical in building sound understanding of the concepts that are
required later in their education – we are now moving on to relate the
fraction knowledge to division. This week’s highlights have also
included hot cross bun creations and computer programming with
micro:bits!

YEAR SIX
In Year 6 we have been reading poetry and identifying important words and
vocabulary that show where verses begin and end. The children have
rehearsed and performed rap style poetry to music. Speaking and performing
in front of others is an important skill for the children to learn. We talked
about how for some children this is a chance to shine and be confident but for
some children this is more of a challenge. We like the saying in year 6 "If it
doesn't challenge you, it doesn't change you".



FAMILIES HEREFORD & WORCESTER MAGAZINE
Here is the LINK to the March/April issue of Families Hereford & Worcester magazine:
https://issuu.com/familiesonline/docs/famh_wmarapr22digital?fr=sMzQwNDQ2OTcyNTQ

AUTISM AND ANXIETY TRAINING

COMMUNITY NOTICES

https://clt1216918.bmetrack.com/c/l?u=DA164FB&e=1418F71&c=129196&t=0&l=61C5C4CD&email=a7otwPAk9BvuWzDlWIdY2okRoifcaIZU7hbYviV%2Fu7we2757PeXmYw%3D%3D&seq=1
https://clt1216918.bmetrack.com/c/l?u=DA164FB&e=1418F71&c=129196&t=0&l=61C5C4CD&email=a7otwPAk9BvuWzDlWIdY2okRoifcaIZU7hbYviV%2Fu7we2757PeXmYw%3D%3D&seq=2

